
•breathing
•social
gathering

•speech
•worship
•sports
•singing,
performing

•privacy
•bodily
sovereignty

•education
•work
•travel
•independent
thinking

The only thing keeping
the pandemic going is
OUR CONSENT

Don’t believe anything. Do your own research. Make your own decisions.

LearnmoreatRiseUpNH.org

LEARN MORE AT:
www.RiseUpNH.org
Join us every Monday
at 1pm for our weekly
Community Zoom Chat

The Top 10 CoronavirusMyths

We cannot cancel life to
preserve every life
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STOP!

Stop Fearing
Start Living

SARS-CoV-2 is Deadly
Myth#4

Myth#2

The PCR Test Proves COVID

THINK ABOUT IT: a mask that you can
easily breathe through will allow tiny virus
particles to move in and out freely. https://
bit.ly/3ty8IHt, https://bit.ly/2LQG9VU
ASK YOURSELF: Why would the the CDC
suddenly say “Two masks are better than
one” if a single mask had been as effective as they
claimed it was all along? bit.ly/2N9C3Jd, bit.ly/3bjSrPq
According to 4 decades of well-established science,
masks are not useful for healthy people in commu-
nity settings (bit.ly/33HapIp). The CDC,WHO, and AMA all
agreed with this before COVID (e.g. https://tiny.cc/WHO-
no-mask). Comparisons of states and countries with and
without mask-wearing mandates show similar statistical
outcomes: masks offer no advantage. bit.ly/2ZfVgvc
ASK YOURSELF: Who benefits from this deception?

Myth#3

Masks Prevent Infection

The COVID-era claim that just about anyone who was
asymptomatic (previously called “healthy people”)
could be transmitting SARS-CoV-2, was never supported
by evidence. This claim was the entire justification for
lockdowns and all pandemic restrictions. https://bit.ly/
2Nsb5wN, https://bit.ly/3stZ0Gd
Extremely weak evidence for asymptomatic
spread is shownbya Journalof theAmericanMedicalAss’n
analysisof54studieswith77,758participants:bit.ly/3rUxXDG
A large study of 10 million people in China, published
in Nature, found that ZERO asymptomatic (healthy!)
people were spreading the virus: https://go.nature.com/
37cZgRw.

“In all the history of respiratory-
borne viruses of any type,

asymptomatic transmission has
never been the driver of

outbreaks.” – Anthony Fauci

Myth#1

Asymptomatic Spreaders

The Nobel Prize-winning inventor of PCR Kary
Mullis declared that PCR was never intended
to diagnose a disease. It simply detects the
presence of specific genetic material, which may
or may not indicate infection. The PCR test uses
amplification cycles to find viral RNA. If you run

enough cycles, you can effectively find a single mole-
cule of any substance. https://bit.ly/3deMCFl
Tests inNewHamp-
shire and around
theUS use cycles far
above the threshold
where even Anthony Fauci admits one can only find “dead
nucleotides.”https://bit.ly/3b7KaOw, bit.ly/2NaQ7Cs
Why did the WHO wait until December to admit that high
PCR thresholds yield high rates of false positives–results
that have continued to be used to incite needless panic and
promote further restrictions? bit.ly/3jP48kU
Read “10 Things Wrong with PCR”: https://bit.ly/3b8EfsfHave you stopped to

ask yourself why the
pandemic measures
have never ended?

Why are they censoring
doctors and scientists

and suppressing
effective treatments?
What if most things
you’ve been told about

COVID are LIES?

Introductory Research Guide

Goodnews!Withanoverall survival rateofgreater than
99.8%, this virus is nowhere near as deadly as advertised.
Those succumbing to the virus average close to 80 years old
and are already suffering from multiple chronic dis-
ease conditions. (The lockdowns themselves have also led
to many deaths.) People under 50 are less susceptible to

COVID than to the
annual flu.
Children under
20 are much
more likely to
die in an auto-

mobile accident. With all of the cheap and available
(but suppressed) nutrients and therapeutics, illness and
mortality rates could be far lower. bit.ly/3kImKSG
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WANT TO PLAY RUSSIAN ROULETTE?
Among 215,364 people vaccinated & monitored
from December 18-22, 5,052 people were “unable
to perform normal daily activities, unable to
work, or required care from a doctor or health
care professional.” https://bit.ly/3uhCpOx

In March 2020, the CDC released new
and unusual instructions to doctors and
hospitals about how to record deaths in
the COVID era. The new guidance said,
“COVID-19 should be reported on the
death certificate for all decedents where
the disease caused or is assumed to
have causedor contributed todeath.”
https://bit.ly/3sgu5Nj
They assured compliance by offering
hospitals huge monetary incentives
for every COVID case (confirmed with
faulty PCR tests). Thus the CDC made it
much more likely for deaths to be
attributed to COVID, which ignited
panic and created a false pandemic.

In August 2020, the CDC admitted that
only 6% of the COVID deaths were
directly attributable to the virus, and
that those who died had an average of
2.6 serious chronic health condi-
tions. In other words, 94% died “with
COVID”instead of“from COVID.”Watch-
dog groups have called the CDC's
actions illegal. https://bit.ly/2NRpceU,
https://bit.ly/3qLk2zC
In September 2020, the CDC started
combining deaths from COVID,
pneumonia and influenza, inflating
death counts and making it seem like
the pandemic had not already
ended. https://bit.ly/2QYqczO
Still trust the CDC?

“Hail Hydra,” anyone?

Traditional vaccines create immunity to viruses and
bacteria and thereby reduce illness, suffering and death.
They work by stimulating the body’s natural immune
systemantibodies to defeat thewild viruswhen it appears.
mRNA is unproven gene therapy that injects genetic
code intoour cells,programmingthem
to make SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins,
then causing our body to fight them.

The Pfizer and Moderna shots
do not claim to create anti-
body immunity, prevent
infection by SARS-CoV-2,
reduce deaths or stop
viral transmission. They
only claim to reduce mod-

erate COVID-like symptoms.
mRNA is therefore NOT a vaccine, it’s a
treatment, orasModernastates iton their

website, an “operating system.”
https://bit.ly/3qSvdq2, https://bit.ly/

37vhTQH, https://bit.ly/3kabwaC

It can take 7-10 years to assess the effectiveness and
dangers of new vaccines. After less than 1 year, the new
mRNA technology had not even passed animal
trials before being started on humans. mRNA is
purely experimental and has not been “approved” by
the FDA, but only allowed under Emergency Use

Authorization (EUA), which has a
much lower bar for both effi-
cacy and safety. bit.ly/2OXdtvM
mRNA’s spike protein is similar to
some existing cells in the human
body and may cause sterility,
autoimmunedisordersandother
health problems. bit.ly/2ZDWiRK
Over3,800deaths&12,000seri-
ous injuries (someirreversible)have

been reported to theCDC sinceCOVID shotsbegan.Adverse
events are likely vastly underreported (bit.ly/2QLrVbD).
Spain halted Pfizer shots after 46 people died in a nurs-
ing home. Despite this, Big Pharma companies were
granted zero liability. bit.ly/3epTqAe, bit.ly/336CXe5
Seeall adverse events atOpenVAERS.com/covid-data

Myth#7

The “Vaccine” is Safe

The big vaccine push could only be allowed
intheabsenceofadequatetreatments. Since
early in 2020, thousands of doctors around the
world were already using the inexpensive anti-
malarial drughydroxychloroquine (also long
knownas a potent antiviral)with great success
(c19study.com). Ivermectin andbudesonide
are amongmany other effective but viciously

censoredoptions (bit.ly/3scWBPU). Even commonnutri-
ents likeVitaminsC andD, zinc, glutathione andmelatonin
have proven excellent for both prevention and treatment, yet
the CDC and NIH have remained stunningly silent about
boosting our immune systems. Qui Bono? bit.ly/3dyMhNX

Myth#8

No Safe Cures are Available

To date, over 40 studies demonstrate
that lockdowns do not work for
slowing the spread of COVID-19.
https://bit.ly/3uxDGB3
As recently as 2019, the WHO also
agreed, saying “Home quarantine of
exposed individuals to reduce trans-
mission is not recommended” (https://bit.ly/2P0rZmv).
Oh, and oops! Lockdowns may actually increase viral
spread: https://bit.ly/3aBCJjw, https://bit.ly/3bzd7Tx
Lockdowns may be responsible for 1/3 to 1/2 of excess
USdeaths, due to lack of access tomedical care, DNRorders,
forcing the sick into nursing homes, drug overdoses,
suicides, etc. Long-term impacts to the young, old, andwork-
ing class globally are expected to be catastrophic.

https://bit.ly/3kkKBsW, https://bit.ly/37A5V8I

Myth#9

Lockdowns Stop COVID

When does “conspiracy theory” become “conspiracy fact?”
How about when the conspirators announce their plans,
publish a book about it, put up a website, and start
putting the plans into action worldwide? bit.ly/3hdkxjT
For over 50 years, the UN has had plans under development
(Agenda 21 & Agenda 2030) with the explicit aim of
controlling population levels, supposedly to reduce pollu-
tion and reverse global warming.
These plans, pushed by the Gates
and Rockefeller Foundations, the
World Bank and IMF, theWorld Eco-
nomic Forum, together with Big
Tech, Big Pharma, DARPA and the
CIA, are explicit and publicly avail-
able:weforum.org/great-reset/.
These groups are already using the
cover of COVID-19 to completely
change the global economy and
global governance and install their “OneWorld Order.” They
are already promoting digital identity, vaccine “passports,”
digital currency, and higher levels of AI and automation, all
monitored by China-like levels of surveillance. They plan to
undermine national sovereignty, jobs and property rights, to
control food systems, and much more. This is, quite plainly,
technocratic control of the world. bit.ly/3pJHc7Y
None of these plans would be acceptable without a
global “pandemic” to justify curtailing individual rights,
forcing business closures, and coercing social, medical and
economic compliance. bit.ly/3smoODQ
Are you consenting to any of this?

Mainstream search engines, newspapers, TV and
cable news, “fact checkers,” government sources –
even establishment doctors and scientists – mostly
offer one-sided views, half-truths and quite often
outright lies that bolster the fear-and-control
narrative and dismiss any alternative perspectives.
THEIRAGENDADOESNOT INCLUDEYOURWELL-BEING.
Start your research here: www.RiseUpNH.org/research/

BEWARE OF CENSORSHIP,
SUPPRESSION & DISINFORMATION

Current options for sequenced multi-drug therapy can reduce COVID
hospitalizations by 85% and deaths by 50% or more. (bit.ly/2NU9a3S)

Peter McCullough, MD, MPH

This 200+ page ebook is a
perfect place to begin your
research. Get it free by signing
up at www.RiseUpNH.org.

Myth#5

COVID Death Counts are Accurate

Myth#6

mRNA is a Vaccine

Myth#10

There’s No Conspiracy Here

“Under international
law, it is illegal to
force people to

accept experimental
medical procedures.”

–Michael Yeadon
Formerly Pfizer’s Chief Science Officer
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